1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Major depressive disorder (MDD) is a highly prevalent and potentially severe mood disorder resulting in significant morbidity and mortality worldwide and is associated with a worldwide estimated lifetime prevalence of suicide attempt of 31% ([@b0070]). Although some neurobiological substrates for MDD have been identified across several decades of research ([@b0075]), a comprehensive picture of the pathophysiology of MDD remains unknown. An additional complication is that MDD is a highly heterogeneous disorder. A DSM-V diagnosis of MDD requires the presence of either depressed mood or anhedonia, plus at least five of seven additional symptoms ([@b0005]). Some of these symptoms are opposite in nature; for instance, either hypersomnia or insomnia may be present. Thus, any two individuals with MDD could potentially overlap on only one symptom. Recently, an NIMH Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) framework ([@b0155]) emerged that conceptualizes mental illness as dysfunction on multiple functional dimensions. While neurobiological circuit deficits have been implicated in several of these domains, the translation of this into depressive phenotypes has thus far been unsuccessful.

To date, most neuroimaging studies examining neurobiological circuits or functional connectivity in MDD compared participants directly with healthy controls (HCs). Increasingly, studies reporting altered resting-state functional connectivity in MDD have converged on a triple-network model of dysfunction ([@b0175]). This model posits that abnormalities within and between three core networks are responsible for the manifestations associated with neuropsychiatric disorders ([@b0225]). The three core networks include: the default mode network (DMN), which is involved in interoceptive and self-referential processing ([@b0290]); the central executive network (CEN), which is involved in goal-directed behavior; and the salience network (SN), which is thought to control switching between the DMN and CEN. Several studies have now investigated these networks directly in individuals with MDD and revealed both within- and between-network alterations ([@b0220], [@b0340], [@b0335]). In addition, meta-analyses found that emotional processing in MDD largely involved the three core networks ([@b0140], [@b0130]). To our knowledge, only one study directly investigated the core networks using magnetoencephalography (MEG); that study found increased broadband connectivity within the CEN, as well as increased connectivity of the SN with both the CEN and DMN ([@b0325]). While other studies observed connectivity differences in targeted regions (such as the subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC), the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), the anterior insula (AI), and/or the amygdala), the diversity of methods used makes it difficult to synthesize the results ([@b0330], [@b0240]).

Rather than simply comparing MDD and HC participants, some studies have adopted a dimensional approach that attempts to determine whether biological subtypes of depression correlate with clinical features or vice versa. For example, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have attempted to determine neurobiological correlates of the melancholic subtype of MDD ([@b0355], [@b0135], [@b0150]) and primarily found reduced functional connectivity. Recently, Drysdale and colleagues ([@b0080]) used a data-driven clustering technique to separate individuals with MDD into neurophysiological subtypes, or 'biotypes', based on resting-state functional connectivity measured using fMRI. Four biotypes emerged, differentiated on the basis of two feature scores: an 'anhedonia-related' component and an 'anxiety-related' component. The primary limitation of this study was that the full connectivity profile was reduced to only those connections showing maximal correlations with clinical characteristics, biasing any resulting clusters to differentiate on the basis of behavioral phenotype. This issue was elegantly highlighted by Dinga and colleagues ([@b0065]), who demonstrated that these biotype clusters are not sufficiently stable to be truly predictive. Another study ([@b0095]) applied cluster analyses to functional connectivity in a cohort of individuals with MDD, some of whom exhibited only mild symptomatology at the time of the scan. Only weakly separable subgroups were observed, and they primarily differed in overall severity and length of illness ([@b0095]). Thus, the search for brain-based subtypes of MDD remains ongoing.

Several electroencephalography (EEG) studies have examined clinically defined depressive subtypes. One study demonstrated that individuals with melancholic MDD exhibited greater sgACC delta activity compared to non-melancholic MDD participants ([@b0260]). A more recent study found abnormalities in alpha asymmetry in non-melancholic MDD participants, while melancholic participants did not differ from controls ([@b0265]). These results have not been replicated. Presently, we know of no MEG studies that have investigated differences related to depressive subtypes or symptom clusters. While an array of studies have used multi-scale network frameworks to analyze brain activity at multiple temporal or spectral scales simultaneously (see reviews in [@b0060], [@b0025]), relatively few have used source-localized MEG data and amplitude envelope correlations (AECs), and none have examined MDD using AEC. In this context, a MEG technique that has been referred to as "multilayer" ([@b0035]) can be used to examine all frequencies---rather than just one band---as well as interactions between frequencies. In the original publication, this multilayer technique was used to compare research participants with schizophrenia to HCs and found a posterior alpha band network where the groups differed and where connection strengths correlated with illness severity ([@b0035]).

The present study used a multilayer analysis to investigate differences in MEG intrinsic connectivity between HCs and individuals with MDD, with a particular focus on the three core networks. The study also examined the relationship between MDD symptom clusters and functional connectivity metrics. As our connectivity metric, we specifically examined correlations between fluctuations in band-limited power (also known as AECs) in resting-state MEG data from research participants with MDD and HCs. While complex analyses of how the individual layers within multi-layer networks interact can be conducted using metrics from graph theory ([@b0310]), this exploratory report is limited to straightforward parametric comparisons of connection strengths. We also avoided examining differences in topological properties, as the procedures required to create sparse networks may be biased due to group differences in link density or average connectivity ([@b0215]). Finally, because our sample size was relatively small, any attempt to cluster participants into biotypes would be statistically untenable; therefore, we relied on a previously reported exploratory factor analysis ([@b0015]) that examined symptom clustering in a larger group of MDD participants. We then determined whether these clinical domains were associated with MEG functional connectivity. Given the dearth of published literature on resting-state MEG functional connectivity in MDD, this analysis was exploratory and the findings should be considered preliminary and hypothesis-generating. Nevertheless, based on previous fMRI ([@b0090], [@b0125]) and MEG ([@b0240]) findings, we hypothesized that abnormalities in connectivity would be observed in key nodes of the three core networks, including the sgACC, limbic regions, and AI.

2. Material and methods {#s0010}
=======================

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

Data from 29 male and female participants with MDD and 25 HCs were included in the present study. All participants were enrolled in a clinical trial (NCT00088699); participant characteristics and baseline differences in oscillatory gamma power for an overlapping group of the same participants has previously been published ([@b0250]). However, due to the use of ICA data cleaning, the present study was able to include additional participants who were not in the prior study (which included 24 MDD and 22 HC participants for the baseline session). Diagnoses were established using the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV-TR (SCID) and an unstructured interview with a study psychiatrist. Participants were considered to be treatment-resistant, as defined by a history of non-response to at least one adequate antidepressant trial during their current episode, as assessed by the Antidepressant Treatment History Form ([@b0275]). All participants had been free of any medications (both chronically and intermittently dosed) with potential neurological or psychotropic effects for at least two weeks (five weeks for fluoxetine). Participants with MDD were allowed psychiatric comorbidities provided that MDD was the primary diagnosis.

HCs had no Axis I disorder as determined by the SCID-NP and no family history of any Axis I disorder in first-degree relatives. Both MDD participants and HCs were in good physical health, as determined by medical history, physical exam, blood test results, electrocardiogram, chest x-ray, urinalysis, and toxicology screening. The study was approved by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Combined Neuroscience Institutional Review Board, and all participants gave written informed consent before entry into the study.

2.2. Rating scale scores {#s0020}
------------------------

Depressive symptoms for MDD participants were assessed using the Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) as the primary outcome measure of the clinical trial ([@b0230]) at time points previously described ([@b0250]). The Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HAM-D), and Snaith-Hamilton Pleasure Rating Scale (SHAPS) were also administered. As detailed previously ([@b0015]), individual items from these scales, and their trajectories across treatment conditions, were used in an exploratory factor analysis to produce eight factors: depressed mood, tension, negative cognition, impaired sleep, suicidal thoughts, reduced appetite, anhedonia, and amotivation. Because not all participants completed the SHAPS, data for the anhedonia factor were not available for all participants and this factor was thus not considered in the current analysis. The two somatic factors, reduced appetite and impaired sleep, were also excluded as we wished to focus this investigation on cognitive and emotional symptomatology.

2.3. Data acquisition {#s0025}
---------------------

MEG scans were acquired as previously described ([@b0250]). Briefly, one or two resting-state recordings were acquired on a 275 channel CTF system (Coquitlam, BC, Canada) at 1200 Hz with third-order synthetic gradient balancing while participants were instructed to relax with their eyes closed and to remain awake and still. Scans were 250 s in length and acquired in a seated position. Resting-state recordings were acquired at the beginning and end of the recording session, with the intention that all participants would have two recordings in case one had to be discarded later due to artifacts or movement. Because the second recording was collected for redundancy, it was placed at the end of the recording session in case a scan had to be dropped due to time constraints. Thus, all participants had either one or two recordings (some were discarded due to artifacts, as described later). T~1~ weighted MRI scans were acquired on a GE scanner to provide spatial localization information. All images were visually inspected to identify and remove those with severe and pervasive artifacts.

2.4. MRI pre-processing {#s0030}
-----------------------

In order to minimize problems related to multiple comparisons during the processing of connectivity matrices, a series of 34 regions of interest (ROIs) were identified from the literature *a priori* as coordinates. These regions were chosen as the primary nodes in the DMN, SN, and CEN. Subcortical nodes (bilateral thalamus, hippocampus, and amygdala), depression-focused areas (pregenual anterior cingulate cortex (pgACC) and sgACC), and medial and bilateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) were also included. Finally, regions from motor and visual systems were also included, given that prior MEG AEC studies found strong connectivity within these networks ([@b0030]). A list of all regions and their coordinates appears in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. MRI images were transformed to Talairach space to create 7.5 mm spherical ROIs for each node for each participant.

In order to facillitate MRI and MEG co-registration, three fiducial points (above the nasion and left and right *peri*-auricular points) were manually marked on the MRI and adjusted so that the inter-fiducial distances were equivalent. MRI images were then transformed to Talairach space using the \@auto_tlrc command from the AFNI software suite (Analysis of Functional NeuroImages, NIMH, NIH, Bethesda, MD). Each of the 34 ROIs was then transformed to the participant's native MRI space using the Talairach transform derived from \@auto_tlrc and the transform from the original MRI to MEG space (generated using 3dTagalign).

2.5. MEG data analysis {#s0035}
----------------------

Following initial filtering to remove low frequency artifacts and electrical line noise, an independent components analysis (ICA) was performed using MNE-Python (Martinos Center, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA) and the pyctf toolbox (<https://github.com/hyperbolicTom/pyctf>). A semi-automated routine was used to flag components likely related to eye movement or cardiac artifacts, but all components were visually inspected. Any component appearing to be related to eye movement, ballistocardiogram, muscular, or other non-neural artifacts was selected for removal. Recordings with 10 or more problematic components were removed from further analysis. This threshold, while somewhat arbitrary, nevertheless represented a reasonable threshold for rejecting datasets of particularly low quality. Following inspection of all ICA decompositions, new datasets were created with artifactual components removed.

Spatial localization was performed using synthetic aperture magnetometry ([@b0270]) and a multisphere headmodel. First, a covariance matrix was calculated using a broad band (2--100 Hz). Following the ICA and artifactual component removal, the MEG data was of reduced rank. Thus, a pseudo-inverse was used to calculate the beamformer weights (which necessitates inversion of the covariance matrix), and matrices were truncated to remove the 10 least significant eigenvectors. A regularization parameter equal to a factor of four times the estimated noise at each sensor was also used to augment the covariance matrix. The orientation of the source within each voxel was determined as the direction that maximized power. Depth correction was not performed as we were interested only in correlations, which were unaffected by signal magnitude.

The approach utilized herein largely followed methods established by Brookes and colleagues ([@b0035]). For each ROI, the time series projected into source space was calculated for each voxel in the ROI, weighted according to the distance from the center, and averaged. The data from each ROI were then filtered for the canonical bands: delta (2--4 Hz), theta (4--8 Hz), alpha (8--14 Hz), beta (14--30 Hz), and gamma (30--55 Hz), with filter order and transition widths calculated as in the EEGLAB routine eegfilt.m. While a higher gamma band was originally investigated, connectivity values were too small to reflect meaningful differences between groups. In addition, an "artifact gamma" time series was calculated and bandpass filtered at 200--235 Hz, presumably above brain activity. Within each frequency band, the 34 ROI time series were symmetrically orthogonalized according to methods established by Colclough and colleagues ([@b0055]) in order to minimize the effects of signal leakage on the connectivity measures. The Hilbert envelope was then calculated, smoothed (using a simple boxcar function), and decimated to 1 Hz. The Hilbert envelope "artifact gamma" time series was also calculated, smoothed, and decimated. This time series was used to approximate any artifactual gamma power related to ambient muscle tension, which may influence the physiological gamma signal. Thus, a linear least-squares regression was performed in an attempt to remove the artifactual effects from the gamma time series. As an additional step for assessing gamma band activity, any spikes (activity greater than 10 times the standard deviation) in the time series that remained after regression were removed and neighboring data interpolated. These methods were explored in detail in the supplemental materials of a previous publication ([@b0245]).

Finally, after all preprocessing on the individual ROI time series, pairwise correlation matrices were formed between ROIs both within each frequency band (e.g. theta-to-theta amplitude connectivity) as well as between frequency bands (e.g. theta-to-alpha amplitude connectivity). These were then arrayed in a "super-adjacency" matrix, as in ([@b0035]); each sub-matrix in the super-adjacency matrix is referred to as a "tile" (i.e. the theta-alpha tile represents correlations between the theta band and alpha band ROI timeseries).

As one last quality-control step to ensure that artifacts did not unduly affect our connectivity values, for each recording the mean value across all ROIs was calculated for each intra-frequency tile (i.e. delta-delta, theta-theta, etc). In addition, the mean "artifact gamma" time series was calculated across all ROIs. The mean and standard deviation of these measures was then calculated across all recordings from all participants and sessions. Any recording that exhibited intra-frequency tile mean values or mean "artifact gamma" values greater than four standard deviations above the grand mean was withdrawn from further analysis. In practice, increased theta-theta correlations generally reflect artifactual connectivity due to residual eye movements (which may be present despite removal of all ICA components that appeared related to eye movements), while increased gamma-gamma correlations or artifact gamma correlations reflect artifactual connectivity due to muscular activity.

2.6. Statistical data analysis {#s0040}
------------------------------

The resulting super-adjacency matrices were converted to two-dimensional images and analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model using 3dLME within AFNI. All models used age and gender as covariates, modeled as main effects only. In addition, if participants had two usable recordings in the baseline session, both were entered into the mixed model and coded to indicate whether the scan occurred at the beginning or end of the session. The first mixed model investigated any baseline differences between HCs and MDD participants. In addition, mixed models were also performed in SPSS to test the difference in mean connectivity over each tile. As in the full super-adjacency analysis, age and gender were covariates, modeled as main effects, and scan order was a repeated measure. Unstructured covariance matrices were used.

Following the group analysis, a second statistical model was constructed to discern which, if any, clinical measures were related to MEG connectivity in the MDD group alone. The clinical measures were previously published factor scores, ([@b0015]) as described above (see section on rating scales). Factor scores for depressed mood, tension, negative cognition, suicidal thoughts, and amotivation were included in this analysis. With the exception of diagnostic group, all the factors included in the previous mixed model were included in the present analysis. Post-hoc *t*-tests of the main effect of the factor score on connectivity were also examined. Finally, a post-hoc analysis comparing HCs and MDD participants, dichotomized by a median split of the factor score, was performed for any behavioral factors that showed a significant relationship with MEG connectivity. Correction for multiple comparisons was performed using false discovery rate, with a threshold of q = 0.005. This threshold was chosen to lie well below a Bonferroni correction over the five behavioral factor scores.

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

3.1. Participants {#s0050}
-----------------

Seventy-six recordings from 29 participants with MDD and 25 HCs underwent artifact removal using an ICA (each participant had up to two recordings). Three recordings were eliminated because there were more than 10 artifactual components, resulting in the removal of one MDD participant. Following the final quality analysis based on connectivity outliers, five further recordings were eliminated, which resulted in the removal of one HC and one participant with MDD. Thus, the final dataset included 27 participants with MDD and 24 HCs. Demographic information appears in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Demographic information for participants included in the final analysis.MDDHCN2724Age36.6 (9.95)34.3 (10.66)% Female62.9666.67MADRS33.2 (4.98)[^1]Table 2Talairach coordinates for all 34 nodes included in the adjacency matrices. Regions of interest (ROIs) are grouped together in clusters, and abbreviations used in the figures of the matrices are given.Network/GroupNodeAbbreviationXYZDefault ModePosterior CingulatePostCing0−5020(DMN)amPFCamPFC05422L angular gyrusRAngGy−49−6033R angular gyrusLAngGy43−6331Central ExecutiveLDLPFCLDLPFC−314228(CEN)RDLPFCRDLPFC354428dmPFCdmPFC02541L superior parietalLSupPar−44−4744R superior parietalRSupPar44−4744Saliencedorsal cingulateDorCing02423(SN)L Anterior InsulaLAI−41−36R Anterior InsulaRAI41−36SubcorticalL ThalamusLThal−7−1210R ThalamusRThal7−1210L HippocampusLHipp−28−15−14R HippocampusRHipp28−15−14L AmygdalaLAmyg--22−2−15R AmygdalaRAmyg22−2−15Depression-relatedpgACC (rostral)pgACC0388sgACC (subcollosal)sgACC023−6Medial OrbitofrontalMedOrb043−11L Additional OrbitofrontalLorb--2237−12R Additional OrbitofrontalRorb2237−12VisualL MOCLMOC−27−880R MOCRMOC27−880L CalcarineLcal−15−648R CalcarineRcal15−648L V1LV1−7−802R V1RV17−802MotorL Primary MotorLPrimMot−38--2346R Primary MotorRPrimMot38--2346L PrecentralLPctrl−53−627R PrecentralRPctrl53−627SMASMA0−1848[^2]

3.2. Group comparison {#s0055}
---------------------

No significant differences were observed in HC versus MDD participants following false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons over the entire super-adjacency matrix. For the within-frequency tiles, participants with MDD generally showed increased delta and theta band connectivity and reduced alpha and beta band connectivity ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Super-adjacency matrices illustrating mean connectivity in A) healthy controls (HCs) and B) participants with major depressive disorder (MDD). The raw correlation matrices were converted using the Fisher r-to-z transform before averaging. C) Mean connectivity, with standard error, for each tile in both groups. D) Z-value for the difference between HC and MDD participants.

For the cross-frequency coupling tiles, participants with MDD showed nominally increased delta-theta, delta-alpha, and delta-beta connectivity compared to HCs. Group differences in average connectivity across all nodes was not significant for any tile. Given that the pattern of differences appeared to potentially involve a relative slowing of connectivity in MDD participants, we explored whether nodes exhibiting increased within-frequency delta or theta connectivity corresponded to nodes showing decreased within-frequency alpha or beta connectivity. A significant correlation was observed across node pairs between connectivity differences in theta band and connectivity differences in both alpha (R = −0.26, p = 5.2e-10) and beta (R = −0.18, p = 1.2e-5) bands. Thus, the same connections that showed increased theta band connectivity in MDD also tended to show reduced alpha and beta band connectivity compared to HCs ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). The mixed model analysis was repeated to test the ratios of mean within-frequency delta and theta connectivity to within-frequency alpha and beta connectivity; significant differences were noted between HCs and MDD participants for all four ratios (delta/alpha: F(1,47) = 6.934, p = 0.011; delta/beta: F(1,48) = 6.332, p = 0.015; theta/alpha: F(1,47) = 7.200, p = 0.010; theta/beta: F(1,47) = 7.630, p = 0.008).Fig. 2A) As an aid to visualization, the total connectivity for each node was calculated as a summation of adjacency matrix along one axis for the healthy control (HC) and major depressive disorder (MDD) groups separately, and then subtracted. The size of each thus represents the difference in total connectivity of that node between groups for within-frequency theta connectivity (top) and within-frequency alpha connectivity (bottom). B) The Z-score for the difference in total theta connectivity between groups for each node pair is plotted versus the difference in total alpha connectivity, indicating that nodes showing the greatest increase in theta-mediated connectivity tended to show the greatest decrease in alpha-mediated connectivity in participants with MDD compared to HCs.

3.3. Connectivity correlates of behavioral factors in MDD {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------------------

The primary findings concerned the relationship between connectivity and the suicidal thoughts/ideation (ST) factor. Due to the large number of connections surviving the initial FDR corrected threshold of q \< 0.005, the threshold was further reduced to q \< 0.00005 to show only the most salient connections; this corresponds to Z ≥ 4.45. To demonstrate that the relationship between connectivity and ST may potentially reflect global dysfunction, the raw mean connectivity for significant tiles versus the ST factor was plotted in Supplemental [Fig. S2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}, along with Pearson correlations. Supplemental [Fig. S3](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} is a histogram illustrating the distribution of Z scores for the association between ST and connectivity across all entries in the superadjacency matrix, along with a similar plot for the relationship between connectivity and negative cognitions as a comparison. [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} shows the full super-adjacency matrix, masked such that only above-threshold connections showing a significant association with ST factor are colored. For all significant connections, higher connectivity was associated with increased suicidal ideation. Notably, in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, the tiles showing significant positive correlations with ST factor were tiles in which mean connectivity was nominally greater in MDD participants, although the pattern of nodes involved differed.Fig. 3Super-adjacency matrix showing Z-values for the association between connectivity and the magnitude of suicidal thoughts. Supra-threshold (Z = 4.45, q \< 0.00005) connections are shown in color, and all other connections are shown in greyscale. Tiles across the diagonal represent within-band connections, while off-diagonal tiles represent connections between frequency bands.

Significant within-frequency band connections are visualized using both matrices and glass brains in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} for delta and theta bands, respectively. Only one alpha band connection and no beta or gamma band connections were above the threshold. The left anterior insula (LAI) and left hippocampus showed the largest number of connections correlated with the ST factor within the delta band, and these are referred to as "hubs". For theta band connectivity, there were again several hubs, including left hippocampus, left and right DLPFC, LAI, and both medial and OFC. Interestingly, motor connectivity was also prominently associated with ST factor.Fig. 4Expanded delta band connectivity tile from [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} at the same statistical threshold (Z = 4.45, q \< 0.00005), illustrating delta band connections significantly associated with the suicidal thoughts (ST) factor. Also shown is a glass brain perspective of the connections (middle right), as well as maps of the nodes with size scaled by the total Z value summed over all connections (far right). Left anterior insula (LAI) and left hippocampus emerged as hubs, with a large number of connections significantly associated with ST factor. Greyscale colorbar is the same as in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, omitted here for space.Fig. 5Expanded theta band connectivity tile from [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} at the same statistical threshold (Z = 4.45, q \< 0.00005), illustrating theta band connections significantly associated with the suicidal thoughts (ST) factor. Also shown is a glass brain perspective of the connections (middle right), as well as maps of the nodes with size scaled by the total Z value summed over all connections (far right). While anterior insula (AI) and left hippocampus still showed a large number of connections associated with the ST factor, there was greater involvement of frontal connections, particularly the left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and orbitofrontal regions of interest (ROIs). Greyscale colorbar is the same as in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, omitted here for space.

Visualizing the cross-frequency connections associated with ST factor was more challenging because each cross-frequency tile is not a symmetric adjacency matrix. In order to simplify the overwhelming quantity of data, the mixed-model analysis was re-run on simplified super-adjacency matrices where the 34 regions were averaged within the respective network/group domains given in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} (DMN, CEN, SN, subcortical, depression-related, visual, and motor). [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} shows the connections for delta, theta, alpha, and beta bands, thresholded to show only the 50 most significant edges (Z = 4.9, q = 3.6e-6).Fig. 6Graph illustrating within- and across-frequency connections correlating with the suicidal thoughts (ST) factor, where region nodes are collapsed according to their network membership. All connections show a positive relationship with the ST factor, as in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The graph is thresholded to show only the 50 most significant edges for clarity (Z = 4.9, q = 3.6e-6). Abbreviations: DMN: default mode network; CEN: central executive network; SAL: salience network; SubCort: subcortical regions; Dep: depression-associated regions; Vis: visual regions; Mot: motor regions.

A large number of delta-theta, delta-alpha, and delta-beta connections were associated with the ST factor. A significant relationship was also observed between ST factor and theta-alpha and theta-beta connections. Delta band hubs (regions showing the largest number of connections associated with the ST factor) included depression-related and subcortical ROI groups; the subcortical ROI group was also a hub in theta, alpha, and beta frequencies. The SN ROIs emerged as hubs in theta and beta frequencies. The full adjacency matrices for the individual tiles are shown in Supplemental [Fig. S1](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}. Connections involving delta band DLPFC were prominent; notably, the ST factor was related to connections between delta right DLFPC and alpha band nodes as well as to connections between delta left DLPFC and beta band nodes. ST factor was also significantly related to connections between LAI, left hippocampus, and left amygdala theta band power and delta band nodes. Correlations between alpha power in the left hippocampus and left amygdala and delta nodes were also associated with ST factor, as were correlations of beta power in LAI and left amygdala.

No connections survived the FDR-corrected q \< 0.005 threshold for the depressed mood, inner tension, and amotivation factors. For the negative cognition factor, four connections survived the threshold. These likely represent type I errors due to the large number of network connections examined; nevertheless, these results are shown in Supplemental [Table S1](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}.

3.4. HCS vs. MDD participants dichotomized for suicidal thoughts {#s0065}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Because significant associations were observed between connection strength and ST factor scores, the MDD participant group was dichotomized by the ST factor and each subgroup was compared to the control group. Hereafter, MDD participants with high ST factor scores are referred to as the MDD_S group and those with low ST factor scores as the MDD_NS group. Because a large number of participants had an ST factor score equal to the median value, the sample size for the MDD_S group was quite small (N = 11), making these results speculative; thus, only abbreviated results are presented in the main text.

Supplemental [Fig. S3](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} shows the super-adjacency matrices for HCs and MDD participants with low and high ST scores, as well as the Z-map for the HC vs. MDD_S group. Connectivity was greater for the MDD_S group compared to the HCs, particularly in the theta band, as well as in cross-frequency connectivity for delta-theta, delta-alpha, delta-beta, and theta-beta. For theta band connectivity, the right middle occipital cortex (MOC), RAI, and left primary motor cortex emerged as particular hubs ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A). Connectivity was elevated in the MDD_S group in delta and theta frequencies but somewhat decreased in alpha and beta frequencies; however, there was no evidence that the same connections showing increased low frequency connectivity also showed decreased mid/high frequency connectivity.Fig. 7A) Map of nodes with size scaled according to total Z-value for the difference between healthy controls (HCs) and individuals with major depressive disorder (MDD) with high suicidal thoughts (ST) factor scores (MDD_S). B) Within- and across-frequency connections where MDD_S participants showed greater connectivity than HCs. Regions of interest (ROIs) have been collapsed according to their network membership. The graph is thresholded to show only the 50 most significant edges for clarity (Z = 3.45, q = 0.0034). C) For all 14,365 connections in the super-adjacency matrix, the Z-score difference in connectivity between MDD_S and HC participants was plotted versus the Z-score for the association of connectivity with the magnitude of ST factor score.

To present the cross-frequency results, the same visualization strategy as for the behavioral factor analysis results was used, again showing only the 50 most significant network edges (Z = 3.45, q = 0.0034, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}B). Echoing the findings associated with ST factor, differences between HCs and those in the MDD_S group were most evident in delta-theta, delta-alpha, and delta-beta connectivity, along with theta-alpha and theta-beta. The most prominent hub was the delta band subcortical ROI group. As an additional confirmatory analysis, [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}C shows the Z-scores from the MDD_S vs. HC analysis plotted versus the Z-scores from the within-group ST factor association analysis. Across all tiles, as well as within each tile (data not shown), the connections showing the greatest difference between HCs and MDD_S participants showed the greatest correlation with ST factor in the MDD group alone (Pearson correlation R = −0.68). Regional differences between the MDD_S and the MDD_NS groups are not reported in the main text, given that these data are redundant with the original analysis using ST factor modeled as a continuous variable within the entire MDD group. No significant differences were observed between the HC and MDD_NS participants after FDR correction for multiple comparisons.

4. Discussion {#s0070}
=============

This study is the first to investigate changes in electrophysiological connectivity between HCs and MDD participants across the frequency spectrum and to determine how connectivity in the DMN, CEN, and SN is related to symptom clusters. Two particularly salient findings emerged. First, and surprisingly, no significant differences in MEG functional connectivity were observed at baseline between HCs and individuals with MDD after correction for multiple comparisons across all connections. However, a general slowing of connectivity was noted in MDD participants, with increased delta- and theta-mediated connectivity and reduced alpha- and beta-mediated connectivity. In addition, a significant correlation was observed between connections, such that node pairs showing increased delta- and theta-mediated connectivity also showed decreased alpha- and beta-mediated connectivity. Second, and perhaps most importantly, electrophysiological connectivity was found to be strongly associated with the magnitude of suicidal thoughts in our MDD participants.

With regard to the first finding, the significance of the frequency-specific effects is unclear. Increased theta and alpha band activity have been reported in depressed individuals (reviewed in [@b0205]), with enhanced theta rhythms hypothesized to result from aberrant generation of these rhythms in the thalamus ([@b0280]). These results are also consistent with recent findings that theta band mediated connections between subcortical and frontal nodes correlate with an array of behavioral measures ([@b0020]). Fewer studies have examined connectivity in MDD across the frequency spectrum. In EEG, increased coherence was reported in multiple frequency bands ([@b0200]), as was synchrony of transition processes in theta and alpha bands ([@b0100]) and increased phase synchronization in the beta band in the DMN ([@b0350]). A recent MEG study measuring imaginary coherence observed significantly increased gamma-mediated connectivity in MDD, but no differences in any other frequency band ([@b0170]), while another study found that the likelihood of delta and theta band synchronization could be used to differentiate MDD participants from HCs ([@b0235]). Given the large diversity in analytic methodologies, the significance of the concordance (or discordance) of these results with ours is unclear. Using methods more similar to those employed herein, Zhang and colleagues found reduced alpha band connectivity within the DMN of MDD participants compared to controls, consistent with our findings ([@b0365]). They extended these findings by examining dynamic connectivity and found increased lifetimes for a DMN microstate in which individual nodes were negatively correlated; this finding suggests that dynamic connectivity may be a potential avenue for further research with this dataset. While it is somewhat surprising that no significant differences were observed between the HC and MDD participants, despite the strong relationship between connectivity and suicidality, this is likely accounted for by the large distribution in both ST scores and connectivity (see Supplemental [Fig. S2](#s0090){ref-type="sec"}). Notably, the MDD participants without significant ST scores largely overlapped with HC participants with regard to connectivity levels.

Perhaps our most important finding was the observation that electrophysiological connectivity was strongly associated with the magnitude of suicidal thoughts in our MDD participants. Specifically, connectivity within the delta and theta bands was associated with the presence and magnitude of the ST factor. In addition, the magnitude of the ST factor in MDD participants was associated with cross-frequency amplitude correlations for delta-theta, delta-alpha, delta-beta, theta-alpha, and theta-beta tiles. These findings were widespread, and the reported p-values were quite low, especially considering the relatively small sample size. While the strength of the finding is surprising, the additional data presented in Supplemental [Figs. S2 and S3](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} seem to indicate that this is likely a true effect, and also likely reflects global neural dysfunction. Nevertheless, given the relatively small sample size, these results should be considered exploratory in nature.

Although the findings were widespread, several regions emerged as focused hubs in the networks associated with the ST factor, including left hippocampus, left amygdala, LAI, and bilateral DLPFC and OFC. Furthermore, the three core networks---DMN, CEN, and SN---were clearly involved; notably, the interactions between these networks most strongly associated with ST factor were primarily between- rather than within-frequency bands. Although amplitude-amplitude coupling has not been investigated as extensively as phase-amplitude coupling, it is likely that distinct neural mechanisms drive cross-frequency amplitude-amplitude coupling (reviewed in [@b0145]), such as inhibition of gamma power by human visual oscillations to temporally segregate and prioritize components of the visual scene ([@b0165]). Evidence also exists that amplitude-amplitude coupling between low (delta or theta) and higher (alpha or beta) frequencies may be related to trait anxiety and cortisol levels (reviewed in [@b0190]). While the underlying mechanism for this connectivity mechanism is unknown, there is speculation that it may be used for long-range neural connectivity ([@b0040]); nevertheless, the amplitude-amplitude correlation method may not be able to discern the difference between two directly connected regions and regions that are driven by a common driver.

To the best of our knowledge, only one previously published study examined suicide or suicidal ideation in MDD using MEG. Chattun and colleagues ([@b0050]) examined alpha to gamma phase amplitude coupling, or the degree to which the phase of alpha oscillations modulates the amplitude of gamma oscillations. Unmedicated participants with MDD were grouped as "high-risk" or "low-risk" based on the Nurses' Global Assessment of Suicide Risk. Participants with MDD who were at increased risk of suicide demonstrated weaker phase amplitude coupling between the right caudate and left thalamus compared to both HCs and low-risk participants with MDD. Because phase amplitude coupling is conceptually distinct from the correlations in slow fluctuations in amplitude examined in the present study, it is difficult to comment on the convergence of these results.

Interestingly, several studies have investigated suicidal behavior and ideation using EEG. Potentially consistent with our findings of strong associations between theta band connectivity and the ST factor, Lee and colleagues found that fronto-central theta power was strongly associated with suicidal ideation in HCs with no psychiatric diagnosis ([@b0195]). Several studies have investigated alpha asymmetry, finding greater left hemisphere alpha power in unmedicated suicide attempters ([@b0115], [@b0320]) or increases in left lateralized alpha + theta power ([@b0160]) associated with suicidal ideation following initiation of antidepressant treatment. However, meaningful measurements of alpha asymmetry could not be made with our data, given that laterality of power may be influenced by signal-to-noise differences due to deviations of the research participant's head from the precise center of the MEG helmet.

Most studies examining brain connectivity and its associations with suicidal thoughts or behavior used fMRI. Although fMRI measures hemodynamic response to neuronal activity rather than directly measuring neuronal activity, consistent findings with MEG may nonetheless be observed. Several studies also employed a similar strategy of targeting triple network model nodes. In this context, reduced connectivity within the DMN, CEN, and SN has been observed to correlate with suicidal ideation ([@b0255]), while longitudinal decreases in ideation were associated with increased connectivity within the SN ([@b0285]). In contrast, another study examining the DMN found increased connectivity in suicidal participants in the lingual gyrus, along with decreased connectivity in the posterior cingulate and precuneus ([@b0360]). Another study found that the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC) showed greater connectivity with a ventral posterior cingulate cortex (vPCC) than dorsal PCC (dPCC) in participants with suicidal ideation compared to HCs ([@b0045]). Given that the dACC is a node of the SN, the vPCC is a core node of the DMN, and the dPCC may be associated with the CEN, this result suggests that the SN was preferentially coupled to the DMN over the CEN in participants with increased suicidal ideation. However, and in contrast to many of these results, the present study found enhanced connectivity between the three core networks in our MDD_S group, as well as positive correlations between connectivity and ST factor. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the fMRI findings are inconsistent, with no clear consensus on the direction and network location of the findings. In addition, our strongest findings involving the three core networks involved cross-frequency amplitude correlations---it is not clear how different layers in our multilayer network correlated with fMRI results, and the true relationship is likely quite complex ([@b0315]).

A finding of particular importance is the role of the DLPFC, a key CEN node, as this region is a site for transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) for MDD. Preliminary evidence suggests that TMS delivered to the left DLPFC along with standard treatment may decrease the magnitude of suicidal ideation more rapidly than sham TMS and standard treatment alone ([@b0105]). GABAergic cortical inhibition in the left DLPFC appeared to be greater in depressed adolescents with suicidal ideation ([@b0210]) and decreased following magnetic seizure therapy (MST) to a degree concomitant with the decrease in suicidal ideation ([@b0305]). In addition, a high baseline index of DLPFC cortical inhibition is associated with better response to MST ([@b0300]). While traditional TMS is delivered at 10 Hz (the alpha frequency), our results suggest that other frequency bands should perhaps be explored. In fact, theta-burst stimulation (TBS), which delivers pulses of 50 Hz stimulation at a frequency of 5 Hz, is also being explored as a treatment for MDD ([@b0295]). Crucially, TBS delivered to either SN or CEN nodes may enhance connectivity within and between the three core networks ([@b0120]).

Several other fMRI studies examined suicidal ideation but did not focus solely on the triple network model. One study found that reduced connectivity in a network including the left OFC, left thalamus, and right thalamus was associated with greater suicidal ideation and behavior scores ([@b0185]), while a study in psychiatric inpatients (not necessarily with MDD) showed reduced connectivity between the right AI and right OFC, but increased connectivity within the left OFC ([@b0110]). Similarly, Weng and colleagues found reduced connectivity between the pgACC and both medial and lateral OFC and right middle temporal cortex ([@b0085]). In contrast, another study observed that suicide attempters showed increased connectivity between the left amygdala, right AI, and left OFC compared to non-attempters, while suicidal ideation scores were positively correlated with connectivity between the right amygdala and right parahippocampal cortex ([@b0180]). This finding is consistent with other work showing increased connectivity between the bilateral amygdala and precuneus in women with MDD and suicidal ideation ([@b0345]).

Unfortunately, the findings reviewed above do not converge on a single model for suicidal ideation and/or behavior. In addition, broader reviews of neuroimaging in suicide--- including studies that examined more than functional connectivity---also do not converge on a circuit model. Nevertheless, the importance of several regions is clear. Specifically, studies across multiple modalities implicate the DLPFC, OFC, superior temporal cortex, AI, anterior cingulate cortex, amygdala, hippocampus, thalamus, and striatal regions ([@b0010]). Results from the present study are consistent with these, given the importance of connections involving the bilateral DLPFC, OFC, left AI, left amygdala, and left hippocampus. Interestingly, the ROIs identified as particular hubs related to ST were primarily left-lateralized. A review of the literature, however, suggests no clear laterality bias in regions involved in suicidal ideation or behavior ([@b0010]).

This manuscript has several limitations. First, our sample size was limited, particularly with regard to our comparison of HCs versus MDD participants with high ST factor scores. Due to the relatively small sample size, these results should be considered preliminary and require further validation and replication. Nevertheless, this sample of MDD participants is relatively unique in that all participants were unmedicated for at least two weeks at the time of scanning, and all had been diagnosed with treatment-resistant MDD. In addition, MDD participants were all inpatients on a well-staffed, dedicated research unit, which allowed us to enroll individuals with a wide range of suicidal ideation scores. Second, no graph analyses were performed to examine network topology or investigate interactions between layers of our multi-layer network matrices because we felt that a more straightforward analysis would be more informative as an initial examination. This analysis, conducted with stringent corrections for multiple comparisons, detected no differences between HCs and individuals with MDD, but this may be because more subtle alterations in connectivity would only be visible in overall topological properties rather than with the approach used here. Third, static functional connectivity was used; extending these methods to a dynamic realm is the subject of ongoing work.

This study is the first to examine symptom domains in MDD using MEG connectivity. While the original goal was to map heterogeneous symptom clusters onto electrophysiological connectivity, the results somewhat unexpectedly demonstrated strong associations only between connectivity and suicidal ideation. Notably, the connections associated with the ST factor involved regions known to be implicated in MDD and suicidal ideation and behavior, including the DLPFC, OFC, AI, hippocampus, and amygdala. When our MDD participants were stratified by the presence of suicidal thoughts, participants with high ST factor scores showed abnormal connectivity in similar regions to those found to be related to the magnitude of the ST factor within the MDD group. The potential identification of a biomarker for suicidal ideation could ultimately be used in treatment development and testing. In particular, these results suggest that neurostimulation, targeted at particular frequencies, might be a potential treatment for suicidal ideation in the context of MDD.
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[^1]: MDD: major depressive disorder; HC: healthy control; MADRS: Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale.

[^2]: R: right; L: left; amPFC: anteromedial prefrontal cortex; dmPFC: dorsomedial prefrontal cortex; DLPFC: dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; pgACC: pregenual anterior cingulate cortex; sgACC: subgenual anterior cingulate cortex; MOC: middle occipital cortex; V1: primary visual cortex; SMA: supplementary motor area.
